
‘What Is A (Fired) Woman?’ – Twitter Head Of Trust & Safety Gone After
“Mistake” Banning Documentary

Description

Update (2000ET): Following Elon Musk’s comments earlier that the cancellation of a deal to show
Daily Wire’s ‘What Is A Woman?’ documentary “was a mistake by many people at Twitter,” Fortune
reports that Twitter’s head of trust and safety is no longer in Twitter’s internal slack, citing an
unidentified person and a screenshot of her deactivated account.

Reuters later reported that Ella Irwin told them that she has resigned from the social media
company.
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As The Wall Street Journal reports, Irwin’s departure is the second time someone in that role has 
left since Elon Musk bought the company in October.

Yoel Roth, who had previously served as Twitter’s head of trust and safety, left the
company in November, and Irwin subsequently took the top job overseeing user content
and safety policies.

Irwin, who joined Twitter about a year ago, declined to comment Thursday on the
reasons for her decision to leave Twitter.

She said in an interview she felt she had always been honest in her work.

Presumably by her definition of “honest”.

Musk noted briefly in a response to questions about the ban/throttling of the documentary: “being 
fixed.”

The Twitter CEO added in a thread with the creator of the documentary that “It will be advertising-
restricted, as advertisers have the right to decide what content their ads appear with, which will impact
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reach to some degree.”

It appears there are still plenty of anti-free-speech workers at Twitter…

Although the richest man in the world seems to be as on top of it as he can be by offering an approach
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that will not bring the wrath of woke advertisers..

*  *  *

As Matt Taibbi detailed earlier via Racket News, at roughly 8:30 a.m. ET this morning, Jeremy Boreing, 
co-founder and co-CEO of the Daily Wire, posted a lengthy thread on Twitter outlining what 
appeared to be a major reversal on speech issues on the Elon Musk-owned platform. “
Twitter canceled a deal with @realdailywire to premiere What is a Woman? for free on the
platform because of two instances of ‘misgendering,’” Boreing wrote, adding, “I’m not kidding.”

Noting the film would be labeled “hateful conduct,” the thread detailed a months-longer roller-coaster
dispute between the producers of What is a Woman?, a controversial documentary by Matt Walsh
released a year ago today, and the current incarnation of the bird site.

In celebration of the release anniversary Walsh, Boreing, and the Daily Wire began making 
plans to partner with Twitter for a 24-hour livestream today, June 1, 2023. Twitter at first
responded with enthusiasm, offering the chance to buy “a package to host the movie on a dedicated
event page” and “a chance for us to promote the event to every Twitter user over the first 10 hours.”
The initial exchange came roughly a month ago, and the Wire team planned a significant ad buy and
other promotions.

Weeks later, Twitter ominously asked the Daily Wire for a review copy of Walsh’s movie. Boreing said
the firm then found out Twitter would not only “no longer provide us with support,” but bluntly told them
they would “limit the reach” of the film if the Daily Wire went ahead with the event on its own. In one of
many odd twists to this story, the problem involved two alleged instances of “misgendering,” a category
of offense Twitter controversially removed from hate speech guidelines in April.

“They gave us the opportunity to edit the film to comply. We declined,” wrote Boreing.

Boreing’s tweet-storm today provoked a quick backlash on the platform, with personalities like Tim
Pool promising to terminate his “enterprise Blue subscription” if the decision wasn’t reversed. As if by 
magic, Musk at 1:33 p.m. tweeted that it was a “mistake by many people at Twitter”:
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However, as of this moment (at 2:27 p.m., an hour after Elon’s tweet), the movie is still labeled 
“limited,” because it “may violate Twitter’s rules against hateful conduct:
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No matter how this mess turns out, it’s a significant development, in large part because What is a 
Woman? — a sarcastic “mockumentary” that gently tinkles in the face of transgender orthodoxies —
is just the kind of content many conservatives in particular imagined would no longer arouse 
the ire of censors. 

Walsh himself last year celebrated Musk’s “liberation of Twitter,” a fact the Washington Post 
considered significant enough to report at the time (though it followed the now-common habit of not
linking to Walsh’s Twitter account or to Daily Wire content about the film). If new Twitter continues to
labels and suppresses this movie, it will send a clear message to conservatives that the honeymoon is
over. At the very least, it’s time to pack.

Even if the matter is ultimately fixed, it’s important to note that The Daily Wire was alredy forced 
to cancel a major promotion, and has been negotiating with Twitter for some time before today. 
“This was not some kind of fluke or glitch,” Walsh wrote. “It’s a very intentional decision by Twitter.” In
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fact, as Moreing notes, the decision was presented to The Daily Wire as a conscious expression of
Twitter’s “speech not reach” policy, another way of saying Twitter considers de-amplification or
suppression legitimate tools, not free speech violations.

 

BEFORE AND AFTER: Left, Matt Walsh celebrated the “liberation of Twitter” last October. 
Right, today’s tweet by the Daily Wire CEO

 

I wrote about What is a Woman? a year ago after noticing it was driving huge online traffic and was
much talked about across media (in both positive and negative ways), but was non-covered as if by
universal agreement. The subject matter was so taboo, people were afraid to mention it even to
denounce it. “The most prominent outlets who’ve admitted to watching it,” I wrote on June 8, 2022,
“have names like the Christian Post and Spectator Australia, despite a 96% audience rating.” The
movie ended up ranked as Rotten Tomatoes #1 most-watched film at home, downloaded in 70
countries, but garnered virtually zero mainstream reviews.

This was too bad, because irrespective of your take on the underlying issue, the movie was quite 
clever, a classic example of the satirical technique of hoisting a target on its own petard.

by Tyler Durden
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